Process Overview: Joining the YSU Enterprise Domain

- Project leader contacts department
- Meeting occurs with department
- Individual computer assessments
- Heuristics
- Project Team tailors migration
- Project team works on-site & remotely
- Expanded account privileges on the YSU computer you use are based upon approval of your supervisor. Note that security best practices encourage the lowest level of privilege needed. Information Technology Services does not dictate what level of privilege you may have but your choice may limit the extent of technology support available to you.

Please note that while every effort will be made by the team to preserve the look & feel of your YSU computer desktop, the variety of configurations across campus may lead to minor changes.

Domain benefits include:
* Improved security
* Automated OS updates
* Network-based storage
* Support cost/time improvements

Project team resolves any issues with user

Successful domain migration
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